The Caribbean Statistics Day workgroup of the GBS has made the next decisions to celebrate this year’s CSD by doing the following activities, namely:

1. Posters creation, booklets and leaflets describing the role of statistics and the statistics and publications the General Bureau of Statistics produce. The theme we will use and print on T-shirts and other promo items is: "Recognizing the Essential Role in Development”

2. The Posters and booklets will be given to different schools (Secondary education 1st and 2nd level) and other stakeholders (Ministries, etc).

3. T-Shirts with the CSD and GBS logo will be distributed under GBS-personnel and Stakeholders

4. There will be an Information corner on a very crowded location downtown not far from GBS (Spanhoek). At this location information and statistics will be presented and there will be promotional gifts for visitors

5. Meeting of GBS staff (a get together) on October 14 2011.

6. Photos of all the CSD activities will be put on the GBS website.